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Numerous non-standard dynamics are described by contact-like effective interactions that can mani-
fest themselves in electron-positron collisions only through deviations of the observables (cross sections,
asymmetries) from the Standard Model predictions. If such a deviation were observed, it would be
important to identify the actual source among the possible non-standard interactions as many different
new physics scenarios may lead to very similar experimental signatures. We study the possibility of
uniquely identifying the indirect effects of s-channel sneutrino exchange, as predicted by supersymmetric
theories with R-parity violation, against other new physics scenarios in high-energy e+e− annihilation
into lepton pairs at the International Linear Collider. These competitive models are interactions based
on gravity in large and in TeV-scale extra dimensions, anomalous gauge couplings, Z′ vector bosons and
compositeness-inspired four-fermion contact interactions. To evaluate the identification reach on sneu-
trino exchange, we use as basic observable a double polarization asymmetry, that is particularly suitable
to directly test for such s-channel sneutrino exchange effects in the data analysis. The availability of
both beams being polarized plays a crucial roˆle in identifying the new physics scenario.
1 Introduction
Numerous new physics (NP) scenarios, candidates as solutions of Standard Model (SM) conceptual prob-
lems, are characterized by novel interactions mediated by exchanges of very heavy states with mass scales
significantly greater than the electroweak scale. In many cases, theoretical considerations as well as current
experimental constraints indicate that the new objects may be too heavy to be directly produced even at
the highest energies of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and at foreseen future colliders, such as the
e+e− International Linear Collider (ILC). In this situation the new, non-standard, interactions would only
be revealed by indirect, virtual, effects manifesting themselves as deviations from the predictions of the SM.
In the case of indirect discovery the effects may be subtle since many different NP scenarios may lead to
very similar experimental signatures and they may easily be confused in certain regions of the parameter
space for each class of models.
At the available energies provided by the accelerators, where we study reactions among the familiar
SM particles, effective contact interaction Lagrangians represent a convenient theoretical tool to physically
parameterize the effects of the above-mentioned non-standard interactions and, in particular, to test the
corresponding virtual high-mass exchanges. There are many very different NP scenarios that predict new
particle exchanges which can lead to contact interactions (CI) which may show up below direct production
thresholds. These are compositeness [1], a Z ′ boson from models with an extended gauge sector [2–5], scalar
or vector leptoquarks [6], R-parity violating sneutrino (ν˜) exchange [7, 8], bi-lepton boson exchanges [9],
anomalous gauge boson couplings (AGC) [10], virtual Kaluza–Klein (KK) graviton exchange in the context
of gravity propagating in large extra dimensions, exchange of KK gauge boson towers or string excitations
[11–16], etc. Of course, this list is not exhaustive, because other kinds of contact interactions may be at
play.
1
If R-parity is violated it is possible that the exchange of sparticles can contribute significantly to SM
processes and may even produce peaks or bumps [7, 8] in cross sections if they are kinematically accessible.
Below threshold, these new spin-0 exchanges may make their manifestation known via indirect effects on
observables (cross sections and asymmetries), including spectacular decays [17]. Here we will address the
question of whether the effects of the exchange of scalar (spin-0) sparticles can be differentiated at linear
colliders from those associated with the wide class of other contact interactions mentioned above.
For a sneutrino in an R-parity-violating theory, we take the basic couplings to leptons and quarks to be
given by
λijkLiLjE¯k + λ
′
ijkLiQjD¯k. (1)
Here, L (Q) are the left-handed lepton (quark) doublet superfields, and E¯ (D¯) are the corresponding left-
handed singlet fields. If just the R-parity violating λLLE¯ terms of the superpotential are present it is clear
that observables associated with leptonic processes
e+ + e− → µ+ + µ− (or τ− + τ+), (2)
will be affected by the exchange of ν˜’s in the t- or s-channels [7,8]. For instance, in the case only one nonzero
Yukawa coupling is present, ν˜’s may contribute to, e.g. e+e− → µ+µ− via t-channel exchange. In particular,
if λ121, λ122, λ132, or λ231 are nonzero, the µ
+µ− pair production proceeds via additional t-channel sneutrino
exchange mechanism. However, if only the product of Yukawa, e.g. λ131λ232, is nonzero the s-channel ν˜τ
exchange would contribute to the µ+µ− pair final state. Below we denote by λ the relevant Yukawa coupling
from the superpotential (1) omitting the subscripts.
In this note, we discuss the deviations induced by the s-channel sneutrino exchange and contact inter-
actions in electron–positron annihilation into lepton pairs (2) at the planned ILC. In particular, we use as
a basic observable a double polarization asymmetry that will unambiguously identify s-channel sneutrino
exchange effects in the data, relying on its spin-0 character and by filtering out contributions of other NP
interactions.1 The availability of both beams being polarized plays a crucial roˆle in identifying that new
physics scenario [18]. On the other hand, we note that if only single (electron) beam polarization is avail-
able, the left-right asymmetry does not help to unambiguously identify an s-channel sneutrino exchange
signature.2
The R-parity violating s-channel sneutrino exchange in the process (2) requires a non-zero coupling λ131
(λ121). This would necessarily induce non-standard contributions to Bhabha scattering,
e+ + e− → e+ + e−, (3)
which we also study, in order to compare the sensitivities in these channels.
We also compare the capability of the ILC to distinguish effects of s-channel sneutrino exchange in the
lepton pair production process from other NP interactions with the corresponding potential of the Drell-Yan
process (l = e, µ) [19]
p+ p→ l+ + l− +X (4)
at the LHC.
For completeness, we will in Sec. 2 recall a minimum of relevant formulae defining the basic observables
used in our analysis. In Sec. 3 we perform the numerical analysis, evaluating discovery and identification
reaches on sneutrinos. Finally, Sec. 4 contains some concluding remarks.
2 Observables and NP parametrization
We concentrate on the process e++e− → µ++µ−. With P− and P+ denoting the longitudinal polarizations
of the electrons and positrons, respectively, and θ the angle between the incoming electron and the outgoing
muon in the c.m. frame, the differential cross section in the presence of contact interactions can be expressed
as (z ≡ cos θ) [20, 21]:
dσCI
dz
=
3
8
[
(1 + z)2σCI+ + (1 − z)2σCI−
]
. (5)
1This approach was earlier exploited for the discrimination against Z′ exchange [8].
2For the case of single beam polarization, ALR is an analogue of Adouble defined by Eq. (16).
2
Model ∆αβ
composite fermions [1] ± s
αem
1
Λ2αβ
extra gauge boson Z ′ [2–5] g′α
e g′β
f χZ′
AGC (f = ℓ) [10] ∆LL = s
(
f˜DW
2s2W
+
2f˜DB
c2W
)
,
∆RR
2
= ∆LR = ∆RL = s
4f˜DB
c2W
TeV-scale extra dim. [15, 16] −(QeQf + geα gfβ)
π2 s
3M2C
ADD model [11, 13] ∆LL = ∆RR = fG (1− 2 z), ∆LR = ∆RL = −fG (1 + 2 z)
R-parity violating SUSY [7, 8]
∆LL = ∆RR = 0, ∆LR = ∆RL =
1
2
Ctν˜ χ
t
ν˜(ν˜ exchange in t-channel)
Table 1: Parametrization of the ∆αβ functions in different NP models (α, β = L,R). For the explanation
of notation see text.
In terms of the helicity cross sections σCIαβ (with α, β = L,R), directly related to the individual CI couplings
∆αβ (see Eq. (10)):
σCI+ =
1
4
[
(1− P−)(1 + P+)σCILL + (1 + P−)(1− P+)σCIRR
]
=
D
4
[
(1− Peff)σCILL + (1 + Peff)σCIRR
]
, (6)
σCI
−
=
1
4
[
(1− P−)(1 + P+)σCILR + (1 + P−)(1− P+)σCIRL
]
=
D
4
[
(1− Peff)σCILR + (1 + Peff)σCIRL
]
, (7)
where the first (second) subscript refers to the chirality of the electron (muon) current. Furthermore,
Peff =
P− − P+
1− P−P+ (8)
is the effective polarization, |Peff | ≤ 1, and D = 1 − P−P+. For unpolarized positrons Peff → P− and
D → 1, but with P+ 6= 0, |Peff | can be larger than |P−|. Moreover, in Eqs. (6) and (7):
σCIαβ = σpt|MCIαβ |2, (9)
where σpt ≡ σ(e+e− → γ∗ → µ+µ−) = (4πα2em)/(3s). The helicity amplitudes MCIαβ can be written as
MCIαβ =MSMαβ +∆αβ = QeQµ + geα gµβ χZ +∆αβ , (10)
where
χZ =
s
s−M2Z + iMZΓZ
(11)
represents the Z propagator, glL = (I
l
3L − Qls2W )/sW cW and glR = −Qls2W /sW cW are the SM left- and
right-handed lepton (l = e, µ) couplings of the Z with s2W = 1 − c2W ≡ sin2 θW and Ql the leptonic electric
charge. The ∆αβ functions represent the contact interaction contributions coming from TeV-scale physics.
The structure of the differential cross section (5) is particularly interesting in that it is equally valid for
a wide variety of NP models listed in Table 1. Note that only graviton and t-channel sneutrino exchanges
induce a modified angular dependence to the differential cross section via the z-dependence of ∆αβ .
In Table 1 Λαβ denote compositeness scales; χZ′ and χ
t
ν˜ parametrize the Z
′ and sneutrino propagators
defined analogously to Eq. (11), with superscript t referring to the t-channel, e.g., χtν˜ = s/(t−M2ν˜ ), where
Mν˜ is the sneutrino mass. For the t-channel ν˜ sneutrino exchange C
t
ν˜ = λ
2/4παem with λ being the relevant
3
Yukawa coupling. g′α
f parametrizes the Z ′ couplings to the f current of chirality α. Furthermore, f˜DW
and f˜DB are related to fDW and fDB of ref. [10] by f˜ = f/m
2
t (fDW and fDB parametrize new-physics
effects associated with the SU(2) and hypercharge currents, respectively); MC is the compactification scale;
fG = ±s2/(4παemM4H) parametrizes the strength associated with massive graviton exchange with MH the
cut-off scale in the KK graviton tower sum.
The doubly polarized total cross section can be obtained from Eq. (5) after integration over z within the
interval −1 ≤ z ≤ 1. In the limit of s, t small compared to the CI mass scales, the result takes the form
σCI = σCI+ + σ
CI
−
=
1
4
[
(1 − P−)(1 + P+) (σCILL + σCILR) + (1 + P−)(1 − P+) (σCIRR + σCIRL)
]
. (12)
It is clear that the formula in the SM has the same form where one should replace the superscript CI→ SM
in Eq. (12).
Since the ν˜ exchanged in the s-channel does not interfere with the s-channel SM γ and Z exchanges, the
differential cross section with both electron and positron beams polarized can be written as [8, 22]
dσν˜
dz
=
3
8
[
(1 + z)2σSM+ + (1− z)2σSM− + 2
1 + P−P+
2
(σν˜RL + σ
ν˜
LR)
]
. (13)
Here, σν˜RL(= σ
ν˜
LR) = σpt |Mν˜RL|2, Mν˜RL = Mν˜LR = 12 Csν˜χsν˜ , and Csν˜ and χsν˜ denote the product of the R-
parity violating couplings and the propagator of the exchanged sneutrino. For the s-channel ν˜τ sneutrino
exchange they read
Csν˜ χ
s
ν˜ =
λ131λ232
4παem
s
s−M2ν˜τ + iMν˜τΓν˜τ
(14)
Below we will use the abbreviation λ2 = λ131λ232.
As seen from Eq. (13) the polarized differential cross section picks up a z-independent term in addition
to the SM part. The corresponding total cross section can be written as
σν˜ =
1
4
(1− P−)(1 + P+) (σSMLL + σSMLR ) +
1
4
(1 + P−)(1 − P+) (σSMRR + σSMRL )
+
3
2
1 + P−P+
2
(σν˜RL + σ
ν˜
LR). (15)
It is possible to uniquely identify the effect of the s-channel sneutrino exchange exploiting the double
beam polarization asymmetry defined as [8, 22]
Adouble =
σ(P1,−P2) + σ(−P1, P2)− σ(P1, P2)− σ(−P1,−P2)
σ(P1,−P2) + σ(−P1, P2) + σ(P1, P2) + σ(−P1,−P2) , (16)
where P1 = |P−|, P2 = |P+|. It can easily be checked for the whole set of contact interactions listed in
Table 1, with the exception of the s-channel sneutrino exchange, that from (12) and (16) one finds
ASMdouble = A
CI
double = P1P2 = 0.48, (17)
where the numerical value corresponds to electron and positron degrees of polarization: P1 = 0.8, P2 = 0.6.
This is because these contact interactions contribute to the same amplitudes as shown in (10). Eq. (17)
demonstrates that ASMdouble and A
CI
double are indistinguishable for any values of the contact interaction param-
eters, ∆αβ , i.e. ∆Adouble = A
CI
double −ASMdouble = 0.
On the contrary, the ν˜ exchange in the s-channel will force this observable to a smaller value, ∆Adouble =
Aν˜double − ASMdouble ∝ −P1P2 |Csν˜χsν˜ |2 < 0. The value of Adouble below P1P2 can provide a signature of scalar
exchange in the s-channel. All those features in the Adouble behavior are shown in Fig. 1.
The non-zero value of the λ131 coupling implies that the Bhabha scattering process will receive ν˜τ
contributions from both the s- and t-channel exchanges. The differential cross section can be written in this
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Figure 1: Double beam polarization asymmetry Aν˜double as a function of sneutrino mass Mν˜ for different
choices of λ (dashed lines) at the ILC with
√
s = 0.5 TeV (left panel) and
√
s = 1.0 TeV (right panel),
Lint = 0.5 ab−1. From left to right, λ varies from 0.2 to 1.0 in steps of 0.2. The solid horizontal line
corresponds to ASMdouble = A
CI
double. The yellow bands indicate the expected uncertainty in the SM case.
case as
dσν˜
dz
=
πα2em
8s
[
(1 + z)2{(1− P−)(1 + P+) |f sLL + f tLL|2 + (1 + P−)(1 − P+) |f sRR + f tRR|2}
+(1− z)2{(1− P−)(1 + P+) |f sLR|2 + (1 + P−)(1− P+) |f sRL|2}
+ 4 (1 + P−P+){|f tLR|2 + |f tRL|2}
]
(18)
where3
f sLL = 1 + (g
e
L)
2χZ , f
s
RR = 1 + (g
e
R)
2χZ ,
f sLR = 1 + g
e
Lg
e
RχZ +
1
2
Cν˜χ
t
ν˜ , f
s
RL = 1 + g
e
Rg
e
LχZ +
1
2
Cν˜χ
t
ν˜ ,
f tLL =
s
t
+ (geL)
2χtZ , f
t
RR =
s
t
+ (geR)
2χtZ ,
f tLR =
s
t
+ geLg
e
Rχ
t
Z +
1
2
Cν˜χ
s
ν˜ , f
t
RL =
s
t
+ geRg
e
Lχ
t
Z +
1
2
Cν˜χ
s
ν˜ , (19)
where χti = s/(t−M2i ) Note that we use the same notation as in Eq. (14) for the reduced sneutrino coupling
Cν˜ . However, since now the same lepton generation is present in the initial and final states, consequently in
Eq. (19) we have
Cν˜ =
λ2131
4παem
(20)
for both s- and t-channel sneutrino exchanges.
3 Numerical analysis
In the numerical analysis, cross sections are evaluated including initial- and final-state radiation by means of
the program ZFITTER [23], together with ZEFIT [24], with mtop = 175 GeV and mH = 125 GeV. One-loop
SM electroweak corrections are accounted for by improved Born amplitudes [25], such that the forms of the
3Note that Ref. [7], for example, uses a different convention for the chirality of the final state current.
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previous formulae remain the same. Concerning initial-state radiation, a cut on the energy of the emitted
photon ∆ = Eγ/Ebeam = 0.9 is applied in order to avoid the radiative return to the Z peak and enhance
the signal originating from the nonstandard physics contribution [21].
As numerical inputs, we shall assume the identification efficiencies of ǫ = 95% for µ+µ− final states,
integrated luminosity of Lint = 0.5 ab−1 with uncertainty δLint/Lint = 0.5%, and a fiducial experimental
angular range | cos θ| ≤ 0.99. Also, regarding electron and positron degrees of polarization, we shall consider
the following values: P− = ±0.8; P+ = ±0.6, with δP−/P− = δP+/P+ = 0.5%.
Discovery and identification reaches on the sneutrino mass Mν˜ (95% C.L.) plotted in Fig. 2 are obtained
from conventional χ2 analysis. The discovery limit (Disc) is obtained from a combined analysis of the
polarized differential cross sections, dσ/dz, in 10 equal-size z-bins in the range [−0.99, 0.99], with beam
polarizations of the same sign, (P−, P+) = (+0.8,+0.6); (−0.8,−0.6). This procedure provides the best
sensitivity to sneutrino parameters, whereas the identification reach (ID) is derived from Adouble. In the
latter case the χ2 function is constructed as follows: χ2 = (∆Adouble/δAdouble)
2 where δAdouble is the
expected experimental uncertainty accounting for both statistical and systematic components.
For comparison, current limits from low-energy data are also shown [26,27]. From Fig. 2 one can see that
identification of sneutrino exchange effects in the s-channel with Adouble is feasible in the region of parameter
and mass space far beyond the current limits.
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Figure 2: Discovery and identification reaches on sneutrino mass Mν˜ (95% C.L.) as a function of λ for
the process e+e− → µ+µ− at the ILC with √s = 0.5 TeV (left panel) and √s = 1.0 TeV (right panel),
Lint = 0.5 ab−1. For comparison, current limits from low energy data are also displayed.
As was demonstrated in Ref. [19] the resonant s-channel production of sneutrino ν˜ with their subsequent
decay into purely leptonic final states via R-parity violating couplings can be observed over a wide range
of parameters (couplings and masses) in hadronic collisions (4). This process provides a clean and powerful
probe of R-parity violating supersymmetric parameter space and the corresponding LHC search reaches in
the parameter plane spanned by the sneutrino mass and the R-parity-violating coupling were obtained there.
Specifically, in the dilepton process (4) of interest here, a spin-0 sneutrino can be exchanged through the
subprocess dd¯ → ν˜ → l+l− and manifest itself as a peak in the dilepton invariant mass distribution and
also with a flat angular distribution. The cross section is proportional to the R-parity violating product
X = (λ′)2Bl where Bl is the sneutrino leptonic branching ratio and λ
′ the relevant sneutrino coupling to
the dd¯ quarks. The experimental 95% CL lower limits on Mν˜ range from 397 GeV (for X = 10
−4) to 866
6
GeV (for X = 10−2) [28].
If this signature is observed, the leptonic center-edge integrated asymmetry [29] can be successfully used
to distinguish slepton resonances from those associated with new spin-1 Z ′ gauge bosons and the Randall-
Sundrum graviton resonance (spin-2). Once large integrated luminosities of order ∼ 100 fb−1 are obtained
at the LHC, these new scalar resonances should be visible for masses as large as ∼ 1.5− 5.5 TeV depending
on the specific details of the model (couplings and leptonic branching ratios). Accordingly, the analysis
performed in [19] indicates that the identification of the sneutrino against the RS graviton and Z ′ bosons by
center-edge asymmetry is possible at the LHC for Mν˜ ≤ 4.5 TeV for X in the range of 10−5 < X < 10−1.
As mentioned above, future e+e− colliders operating in the TeV energy range can indirectly probe for
new physics effects by exploring contact-interaction-like deviations from the cross sections and asymmetries
predicted by the SM. For luminosity expected at ILC, ∼ 0.5 ab−1, and with both electron and positron
beams polarized, from Fig. 2 we see that this implies that the parameter space region λ/Mν˜ > 0.17 (0.10)
(Mν˜ in TeV unit) would certainly be probed at
√
s = 0.5 (1) TeV by such measurements while identification
parameter space populates the region 0.21 (0.13) < λ/Mν˜ <0.5.
For Bhabha scattering, the angular range | cos θ| < 0.90 is divided into nine equal-size bins. We combine
the cross sections with the following initial electron and positron longitudinal polarizations: (P−, P+) =
(|P−|,−|P+|); (−|P−|, |P+|; (|P−|, |P+|); (−|P−|,−|P+|). The assumed reconstruction efficiencies, that
determine the expected statistical uncertainties, are 100% for e+e− final pairs. Concerning the O(αem)
QED corrections, the (numerically dominant) effects from initial-state radiation for Bhabha scattering are
again accounted for by a structure function approach including both hard and soft photon emission [30], and
by a flux factor method [31], respectively.
One can parametrize the bounds depicted in Fig. 2 (in the plane (Mν˜ , λ)) approximately as a straight
line, Mν˜ = kµλ (Mν˜ is taken in TeV units), λ =
√
λ131 · λ232 and kµ is the slope of the these lines for
the process e+e− → µ+µ−. For instance, for the discovery reach we have kµ ≈ 5.9 (10) for
√
s = 0.5 (1)
TeV. In order to convert the bounds shown in Fig. 2 into limits on Mν˜ vs λ131 one should fix λ232. For
that purpose one can take the (mass dependent) current limit on that Yukawa coupling λ232 represented as
λ232/Mν˜ = 0.5. From these formulae one finds: Mν˜ < (k
2
µ/2)λ131. These areas which can be explored in the
muon pair production process are shown in Fig. 3. In contrast to the limits shown in Fig. 2 as curves, limits
on Mν˜ vs λ131 for both the discovery and the identification are represented in Fig. 3 as areas constrained by
the line for the current limit, Mν˜ = 2λ131, and the lines for the upper bounds, Mν˜ = (k
2
µ/2)λ131.
In contrast to muon pair production, identification of the sneutrino exchange effects by means of Bhabha
scattering is impossible because CI and sneutrino give rise to the same helicity amplitudes as clearly seen
from (18) and (19) [32]. Therefore only the discovery reach for the Bhaba process is shown in the figure.
4 Concluding remarks
In this note we have studied how uniquely identify the indirect (propagator) effects of spin-0 sneutrino
predicted by supersymmetric theories with R-parity violation, against other new physics scenarios in high
energy e+e− annihilation into lepton-pairs at the ILC. The competitive models are the interactions based
on gravity in large and in TeV-scale extra dimensions, anomalous gauge couplings, extra Z ′ bosons, and
the compositeness-inspired four-fermion contact interactions. All those kinds of new physics can lead to
qualitatively similar modifications of SM cross sections, angular distributions and various asymmetries, but
they differ in detail. To evaluate the identification reach on the sneutrino exchange signature, we develop a
technique based on a double polarization asymmetry formed by polarizing both beams in the initial state,
that is particularly suitable to directly test for such s-channel sneutrino exchange effects in the data analysis.
We show that the availability of both beams being polarized, plays a crucial roˆle in identifying that new
physics scenario, as the commonly considered asymmetry, ALR, formed when only a single beam is polarized,
was shown not to be useful for the purpose of sneutrino identification.
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Figure 3: Discovery reach on sneutrino mass (95% C.L.) in Bhabha scattering as a function of λ131 at√
s = 0.5 TeV (left panel) and 1 TeV (right panel), for Lint = 0.5 ab−1. For comparison, discovery reach on
Mν˜ in muon pair production is also depicted for λ232 = 0.5×Mν˜/TeV.
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